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Federal Health Care Resilience Task Force Alternative Care (ACS) Toolkit: Third Edition Customers who bought this item also purchased if you're like a lot of job seekers, you've probably been agonising about the spacing, formatting and other small details of your resume. Those things will
look good when you express the resume — but can't do so well when you plug that file into an online application , where the formatting can be down and your resume can make you look like a jumble of weird spacing and formatting errors. The solution to this can mean a simpler approach.
Many formatting issues happen when job seekers create their resumes in proprietary apps like Microsoft Word or Pages on a Mac. It looks great on your screen – but if the recipient doesn't have the same version of the software as you have, problems can arise. Therefore, online job sites
and corporate recruitment sites often dictate that you submit only plain text versions of your resume. If you've already created your resume in Word, copy the entire document and then open Notepad on your Windows PC, or TextIt on your Mac. Paste the resume into a new document and
press save as and save it as plain text. If you haven't started your resume yet, it's probably a good idea to create one nicely formatted version in Word or Pages, so you can use it when submitting hard copies of your resume. Then copy and paste it into a plain text document as described
above. Plain text formatting can be read by anyone on any computer. Spacing is the first thing you need to suffer when cutting and pasting your resume to an online work website. Many of the problems stem from using the tab key or excessive use of the Space bar. As a general rule, justify
each element of your resume on the left side of the page. Do not attempt to center your name or address or any of the subheadings, as they may not appear centered when the prospective employer reads your resume. To place spacing between sections, press enter instead of using the
Spacebar. Fonts and formatting can take a beat when you export your resume. If the employer specified a certain font to use, do so - but generally a nonproportionate font like courier would make all letters appear the same size, Washington State's Employment Security Department
suggests. In a text editor, you might not even have a choice between fonts. Also avoid bold, italics or bullet points - all that can be messed up in an online application. To emphasize words or to highlight subops, use all caps. Instead of bullet points, use - or * characters. Online forms leave
you an easy way to gather information from current and potential customers. Some forms require that answer boxes be checked, while others allow for Answers. Using these forms can provide you with the information needed to make data-driven marketing decisions. This article is for small
owners and marketing staff who want to know more about online forms and the benefits they offer. Each company needs the right data to make better business decisions. You can easily collect data from customers, prospects, and leads by creating and distributing an online form that
provides you with information to help you make data-driven decisions. Writing, designing, and implementing online forms are simple with the right tool and effort. There are numerous available tools for creating online forms that can feed data into your existing business systems. Here's what
you need to know about creating, using, and analyzing online forms to improve your business. What is the purpose of online forms? Chances are, you've filled out a few online surveys. Perhaps it was a registration form, an order form or a personal form on a specific topic. They are often
simple questionnaires seamlessly integrated into a company's website. If you've ever bought anything online and type in your credit card information, you've used an online form. An online form is an interactive webpage or HTML form that lets the user enter information. Once they click the
Send button, their form responses are sent to servers for processing, where it can be analyzed and evaluated. There are several types of online forms that can appear on your websites in different locations. The most common is a text box, which can ask a simple question and then the user
types their response. These fillable forms can be posted on a website on any page and ask as many questions as you like. If you're not looking for open answers, you can use online form check boxes for multiple choice questions, drop-down menus, and submit buttons. However, where
you post and promote your online form is up to you. Key takeaway: Online forms are simple questionnaires you post on your website to gather feedback from your customers. How businesses benefit from online formsOnline forms is an efficient and organized way for businesses to collect
data about their customers. Because you create and publish the online forms yourself, the questions are objective and original for you and the information you are trying to learn. The data collected comes straight from the source, so it's accurate, and because most forms are responsible
across mobile devices and tablets, it's easily accessible. These forms can not only capture the data that is submitted directly to them, but they can capture details about how customers interact with the page on which the form is embedded. Once you've accumulated these metings, you can
take this information to your team and make analytics marketing decisions. Key takeaway: Online forms allows you to ask visitors to your website's objective questions that can help you informed decisions about how to target them effectively. Your online form should consist of one or more
questions, where users can either type out a response or select an option from a menu. As mentioned above, the most common types of online forms include text boxes, drop-down lists, check boxes, radio buttons, and feedback messages. The questions you ask should be simple, concise,
and it should be easy to understand. Don't use too many words when a few will do. In addition, do not use complicated language when simple words convey the same meaning. Although your first instinct may be to ask several questions to get as much information as possible about your
customers, consider exactly what you're looking for. When you have an excess of data, it's hard to zero in on what you need. People are not going to want to spend a lot of time filling out your form, so make it as quickly as possible to complete. To make the process painless for users, ask
questions that can typically be responded to by their web browser's autofill, such as their name, email address, location, and phone number. The less time a user should spend filling out your form, the more likely they should respond to it. Just catch what you need in the order of how badly
you need it, said Spencer Fry, founder of Podia. For example, if a customer buys [an online product], the first thing we need is their payment information. A credit card number, expiration date, and security code are all we ask for in our checkout. The company will only ask for further
information, such as an email address or password, after receiving a customer's credit card information. Asking for too much information in advance can be overwhelming, Fry said. To streamline the process, break it down into steps that build on each other. Key takeaway: Online forms
should have clear questions. Just ask questions you think will provide valuable insight. Asking too many questions can be a turnoff and lead people not to answer either of them. How to create an online formThere is very free and paid online form builders that you can use to create it for your
website and integrate it into your marketing automation workflow. While the layouts, features, and workflows all vary to different grades, the steps to create an online form are generally the same with each app: Create a new form. Regardless of which form builder you use, you start by
creating a new form. In most cases, you can create one from scratch or change a prebuilt template. Edits and formats your new form. Next, you'll edit your form by adding fields for it. These can be presetermined or custom fields. Once you've decided what type of form you want to use, write
out your questions and answers. It helps to do this in a word processing document in case you ever need come back to the original form. Test your form. Double-check to make sure form work on various web browsers and devices. Fill out the form through your non-default web browsers
and phone, so you can ensure users' responses go through regardless of how they submit it. Send or publish your form. Once you've checked your shape and everything looks clean, it's time to send your form to the masses. You can publish it as a web page on your website or include it in
an email to customers and customers. Key takeaway: You can build online form from scratch or use a template. Be sure to edit and test it before sending it out or publishing it. A good online form builder should be simple, intuitive, and easy to customize. Here are some of the best free and
paid online form builders you can use to create your own forms. Google Forms: Google Forms is free and easy to use; it just requires a Google Account to be used. It stores all your information in Google Sheets spreadsheets for your analysis. They also have pre-made templates if you're
not sure how to format your online form. HubSpot Free Online Form Builder: HubSpot provides a free and versatile form builder that allows you to create up to 1,000 form fields with 12 different field types to optimize your responses. WuFoo: WuFoo, which starts at $14.08 per month, is a
good form builder if you want to collect plentiful data and use it for complex reporting. The secure interface allows you to receive online payments. Typeform: If you prioritize the design for your online forms, Typeform could be the way to go. Typeform starts at $35 per month, and you can
make your forms more engaging by adding images, videos, and GIFs. It also allows you to customize the welcome screen and menus. JotForm: JotForm's free builder is more customizable than Google Forms and is one of the only free builders to accept payments. They have an extensive
template library, with over 10,000 form templates, and they can easily be integrated with your marketing tools. Formstack: Used by Netflix and Twitter, Formstack allows you to create online forms without knowing how to code. Their workflow allows you to connect to all your business
programs and keep you updated with your forms through email notifications. Pricing starts at $19 per month. Key takeaway: There are a number of online sites that can help you create your forms, including Google Forms, HubSpot, WuFoo, and Formstack. Formstack.
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